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	Capabilities	Advisory	Assess	Independent assessment of a facility and benchmarking with industry standards.


	Improve	Implementing asset management improvements to enhance asset performance.


	Comply	Ensuring that facilities and asset management comply with all rules and legislation. 


	Ready	Achieving operational & maintenance readiness during the EPC phase.


	Digitize	Leveraging digital opportunities to enhance asset performance.


	Decarbonize	Achieving NetZero by 2050 or earlier requires a concerted plan of action. 




	Management	Maintenance	Customized maintenance solutions for improved plant reliability and performance.


	Turnarounds	Safe and predictable execution of turnarounds & shutdowns.


	Construction	Safe and predictable execution of construction & modification projects.


	Operations	Customized operations solutions for improved plant reliability and performance.


	Decommissioning	Complete industrial decommissioning and relocations support services.




	Execution	Mechanical & Piping	HVACR
	Piping
	Composite piping 
	Bolting & tensioning
	Machining
	Heat treatment
	Valve services


	Electrical & Instrumentation	Electrical services
	Instrument services
	Process control
	Access control & security


	Industrial Services	Coatings & surface preparation
	Insulation
	Passive fire protection
	Specialist cleaning
	Special access systems


	Inspection & Integrity	Quality services
	Integrity Engineering 
	Inspection & NDT services
	Conditioning monitoring
	Asset health analytics
	Cathodic protection solutions


	Environmental Services	Efficiency upgrade
	Waste valorization
	Electrification
	Fugitive emissions
	CO2/NOx capture
	Predictive maintenance




	Equipment	Rotating Equipment	Steam turbines
	Blades & components
	Compressors
	Gearboxes
	Pumps
	Extruders
	Generators
	Electrical motors


	Static Equipment	Boilers
	Burners
	Deaerators
	Steam accumulators
	Heat exchangers
	Vessels
	Caissons


	Other Equipment	Control cabinets
	Heat treatment equipment
	Plant & equipment hire
	Railway bogies
	Spare parts






	Industries	Industries	Industries	Power
	Upstream oil & gas
	Refining & petrochemicals
	Metals & mining
	Food & pharma
	Manufacturing
	Infra & water


	Renewable energy	Hydrogen
	Wind
	Solar
	Hydropower
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Bolting & Tensioning
Good flange management makes the difference between a care-free production and an unsafe leaking facility.
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Bolt integrity


While nearly all attention goes to ‘mission-critical’ equipment such as reactors and rotating equipment, failure of one of the thousands of bolted connections that keep a facility together can result in unsafe situations, leaks and potentially halt production of a plant.  These bolts can be related to pipe flanges, equipment fixations and foundations. 













Any project,

any time





We apply the full spectrum of bolting & torquing tools and techniques (e.g. ultrasonic bolt load measurements) to give you a leak-free & reliable facility.


Our seasoned technicians are ready to take on any challenge, understanding that safety remains the #1 priority when executing work in a live facility.
















        
            
Full array of tools
We have a full array of tools to execute torquing and tensioning projects (including subsea), for tightening and loosening bolts as necessary.


Should studs break-off, our experts have the knowledge and experience to extract those studs without jeopardizing the timeline.
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Determine actual bolt forces
For critical connections, it is often necessary that the actual applied bolt force can be guaranteed. If this type of bolted connection should fail, consequences are severe and repair costs extreme high.


We have incorporated ultrasonic measurement within our bolting services for those critical connections and can therefore exactly measure and periodically re-measure bolt forces. The major advantage is that no extra modifications are required to your asset.
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Live bolt replacement
Corroding flange bolts can pose a serious safety, production and environmental risk. Traditionally, the whole line would have to be taken out of commission, purged and depressurized before the corroded bolts can safely be replaced. 


With our Hot Bolt Clamp solution, our experts can safely replace corroded bolts whenever required, without precariously having to wait for a shutdown. By taking it out of the turnaround scope, TARs can be shortened, allowing increased production.





[image: Two heat treatment technicians preparing a job on a pipe]
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Smart flange protection techniques
Over the years, we have accumulated an array of smart flange protection techniques such as:
	Applying special coatings like Belzona 3412 that help avoid water egress.
	Applying a rope in between flanges while blasting, thereby protecting the packing.
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On-line flange management
Our experts have developed an on-line flange management software tool that allows all works undertaken on bolted connections to be tracked. All activities are logged, including inspection results and when a flange was tightened, with which force, with which tool, with which grease and by whom. 


This enhances efficiency (incl. real-time reporting), enables compliance (audit trail!) and allows predictive flange management: if there’s an issue with a certain bolt, we know where similar bolts are located.
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Torquing & tensioning	Torquing & tensioning
	Load measuring
	Hot bolt clamping
	Flange protection
	iBolt flange data management















Subsea ToolingOur subsea bolt tensioning and hydraulic equipment offers clients full project management solutions from tool selection, bolt load calculations and the option of hiring associated hydraulic items. This approach allows Stork to manage the whole subsea bolt tensioning package, removing multiple interfaces for our clients and providing one focal point for all technical solutions.


Download Subsea Tooling Catalogue
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How we make the difference!
 
	Safety[bookmark: _GoBack]	Working in a live facility requires safety to be #1.
	Cost-effective	Our multi-skilled technicians efficiently get the jobs done.
	Well-trained	We have the qualifications and experience you need.
	Fast response	In case of a calamity, we have the capacity to respond quickly.














Proven expertise in bolting & tensioning

[image: Replacement corroded bolts | Hot Bolt Clamp & Rope Access]

Client referenceReplacement corroded bolts | Hot Bolt Clamp & Rope AccessStork’s innovative Hot Bolt Clamp technique and rope access solutions allowed the corroded bolts to be removed and replaced without disruption to the safety system.

Read More



[image: Significant savings with leak free turnaround]

Client referenceSignificant savings with leak free turnaroundStork was contracted by a major North Sea operator to provide full flange management services for 852 flanged joints during a 60 day turnaround campaign.

Read more



[image: In-situ machining & bolting]

Client referenceIn-situ machining & boltingA specific machining procedure was developed and equipment was customized to undertake the operation.

Read More














Get in touch with us
Interested in learning more about our services? Let's have a talk! 



Our Subject Matter Experts take the time to discuss your existing challenges and help you make smart decisions that best meet your needs. 
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